Organizations that have modernized IT are better prepared to capitalize on and deliver value through data and analytics than orgs with aging IT.¹ ESG research shows 4 ways these orgs are more effective at driving business value:

1. **Utilizing more data**: On average, organizations reported that 32% more of their data is usable within their analytics environment compared to organizations with aging IT.²

2. **Driving business benefits**: Modernized organizations are more likely to report analytics are increasing customer spend, reducing cost of business operations and uncovering new markets.²

3. **Outperforming competitors**: Modernized organizations are much more likely to report outperforming their competition where they are market leaders in research and development, sales and marketing, and risk management.²

4. **Prioritizing data access**: Modern organizations were nearly 3x more likely than organizations with aging IT to report they make data and analytics available to all or most employees.² Implementing this strategy gives employees the power to make data-driven decisions, which eases the strain of a single department analyzing data.

**Modernized IT organizations report several advantages over orgs with aging IT:**

- **Up to 3.6x more likely to increase customer spend via analytics**²
- **Up to 2.8x more likely to report analytics servers <2 years old**²
- **94% are confident they can support data-driven goals**²

**Modernize your servers to maximize data value.**

In today’s data-driven world, an organization’s success relies on its ability to quickly produce intelligence from raw data. The Dell EMC PowerEdge server portfolio is designed with the performance, security and reliability your business needs to fully capitalize on your data.

Learn more about Dell EMC PowerEdge servers.
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